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Abstract 
Some categories of groups (typically involving groups, possibly infinite, with abelian Frobe- 
nius kernels) are shown to be equivalent to categories whose objects are modules over groups 
and rings. The rings in question are associated with algebraic number fields, and the category 
equivalences allow some applications of number theory to group theory. In particular the number 
of isomorphism classes of metabelian Frobenius groups with kernel of order n and complement 
of order m is calculated in terms of the prime factorization of n and the structure of the Euler 
group (Y!!/mZ)*. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
AMS classi$cation: 1 lR18; 20515; 20E99; 20D60 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we investigate some connections, eventually expressed in terms of cat- 
egory equivalences, between the theory of groups and the theory of rings and modules. 
The excessively simple prototype example is the equivalence of the category of abelian 
groups and the category of Z-modules. We will construct related category equivalences 
involving: 
1.1 The full subcategory Semi of the category of groups whose objects are finite 
solvable groups in which every nonabelian subgroup has trivial center (we call such 
groups semiabelian groups). 
1.2 The category Cycle* whose objects are nonzero finitely generated torsion mod- 
ules over rings of the form R(m) = E[e 2rrilm, l/m] where 0 < m E Z together with 
the zero module over R( 1); morphisms from an R(m)-module A to an R(n)-module 
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B are semilinear pairs, i.e., pairs (g, f) where f : R(m) - R(n) is a unitary ring 
homomorphism, g : A --$ B is a group homomorphism, and g(ra) = f(r)g(a) for all 
Y E R(m), a E A. 
1.3 A full subcategory AK of the category of groups whose objects include all 
abelian groups, all objects of Semi, all (not necessarily torsion) generalized Frobenius 
groups with abelian Frobenius kernel, and all generalized Frobenius complements. 
These category equivalences allow the application of algebraic number theory to 
problems in group theory, such as the calculation of the exact number of isomorphism 
classes of metabelian Frobenius groups of order at most, say, 1000. (There are 569.) 
Theorem 2.1 in the next section says that Semi is equivalent to a category Cycle with 
the same isomorphism classes of objects as Cycle” above but with more morphisms. 
The proof of this theorem in Section 6 is based on an analysis of homomorphisms 
between semidirect products of groups (Section 3) and a study of finite modules of 
finite cyclic groups acting without fixed points. In Section 4 we show such modules 
can be regarded as R(m)-modules and in Section 5 we show they are precisely the 
modules arising in a natural way from semiabelian groups. 
In Section 7 we give the precise definition of the category AK of (1.3) above and 
state Theorem 7.6 which says this category is naturally equivalent to a category whose 
objects are pairs (A,H) where H is any group such that a ring RH naturally associated 
with H is nontrivial and A is an RH-module. The proof of Theorem 7.6 is given in 
Section 10 and depends on the results in Sections 8 and 9 (and Section 3). In Section 
8 we examine the implications of a group H having RH # 0; such groups turn out 
to be (generalized) Frobenius complements. The abelian kernels defined in Section 7 
are studied in Section 9; for finite groups nontrivial abelian kernels turn out to be 
precisely the Frobenius kernels [6, p. 3201 which are abelian. The major result of this 
section says that an abelian kernel 3f a group has a complement, and the Frobenius 
decomposition theorem is satisfied by the group. (See [6, p. 3 181 for the decomposition 
theorem for Frobenius groups and [4, 1 l] for some generalizations to infinite groups.) 
The reader may have recognized that the objects of Semi are precisely the finite 
groups which are either abelian groups or metabelian Frobenius groups. We have not 
emphasized this fact since in our treatment of Semi we need little of the extensive 
theory of Frobenius groups (the same will not be true of the analysis of AK). This 
treatment is mostly self-contained, though some results of [13] are used. 
There is a slight inefficiency in analyzing Semi before analyzing AK; roughly speak- 
ing Theorem 2.1 can be thought of as a special case of Theorem 7.6 combined with 
a computation of the rings RH for finite cyclic groups H. (Such rings turn out to 
be the rings R(m) of (1.2) above; the computation of RH for arbitrary finite groups 
will appear elsewhere.) We hope this inefficiency is justified by our special interest 
in metabelian Frobenius groups. Doubtless, these are very simple objects compared 
to Frobenius groups in general, but they appear to have their subtleties, and Theo- 
rem 2.1 allows the application of the rich arithmetic theory of cyclotomic integers to 
these groups. In Section 11 we classify the isomorphism classes of metabelian Frobe- 
nius groups and, more generally, objects of Cycle, Cycle*, and Semi in terms of 
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arithmetic invariants. For any integer m > 1 the set Iso of isomorphism classes 
of metabelian Frobenius groups with Frobenius complement of order m is shown to 
be bijective with the set of orbits of the free abelian semigroup on the nonzero pri- 
mary ideals of R(m) by the action of the group of units (Z/mZ)*. A cp(m) : 1 cover 
of Iso by a union of free abelian semigroups leads to a formula (Theorem 11.7) 
expressing the number of elements of Iso corresponding to groups of order mn in 
terms of the prime factorization of n and the structure of (E/mZ)‘. For example, if n is 
square-free with r prime factors, then this number is q(m)‘-’ if all the prime factors 
are congruent to 1 modulo m and zero otherwise, and all the isomorphism classes can 
be listed quite explicitly. (Each such group is isomorphic to a semidirect product of 
the form (Z[e2ni’m]/b) x (eznilm) where b is a product of distinct maximal ideals not 
containing m and e2nilm acts on the factor group by multiplication.) In Section 12 we 
indicate how to compute the set of all morphisms between two semiabelian groups in 
terms of the basic arithmetic invariants which determine the groups. Finally, in Section 
13 we show the category Cycle* of (1.2) above is equivalent to a category with the 
same isomorphism classes of objects as Semi but with fewer morphisms. 
Modules over groups appear throughout the paper. We end this introductory section 
by collecting some relevant definitions. Z denotes the ring of integers. 
Definition 1.4. Let G be a group and A be a module over the integral group ring ZG. 
We then call A a G-module and refer to the map G x A --+ A taking each pair (g, a) 
to ga := $a (where i is the canonical image of g in BG) as the action of G on A. 
This action is said to be without jixed points if ga # a whenever 1 # g E G and 
O#QEA. 
We let S(A, G) = A x G denote the semidirect product (not usually the direct 
product), i.e., the group with operation 
(a, g)(hh) = (a + gb, 9). 
Now let B be an H-module and C be an I-module for some groups H and I. A 
morphism from (A, G) to (B, H) is a quadruple of maps (f, cp, j, A) such that cp : A - 
H and 1 : G + H are group homomorphisms with cp = 1 if G # 1; j : G - B 
is a A-cocycle (i.e., j(Q) = j(a) + n(ct)j(p) for all a, /? E G); and f : A - B is a 
L-semilinear cp-cocycle (i.e., f(ga) = n(g)f (a) and f(a + /?) = f(tx) + q(a)f(& for 
all g E G and a, j3 E A). Let A = (f, cp, j A) be such a morphism. We let S(A) denote 
the map S(A, G) - S(B, H) with 
S(A Ita, 9) = (f(a) + j(g), cp(a)Q)) (1) 
for all a E A, g E G. If r = (g, II/, k, p) is also a morphism from (B, H) to (CJ) then 
we define the composition of A and r (which may or may not be a morphism) to be 
the quadruple 
Z-A = (sf + 4, (w)($f), sj + kA W)($j)). (2) 
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(The operations on maps above are defined pointwise; e.g., if a E A then (gf+krp)(a) = 
s(f(a)) + k(cp(a)) and ((~~cp)($!))(a) = ~(cp(a))ti(f(a)).) 
Morphisms can be conveniently visualized as diagrams 
and the rule for composition read off the juxtaposed diagrams 
9 A- -C 
;” / 
i / 
k 
\\ 
j p 
GA-HL-I 
Another word of explanation. In Definition 1.4 and elsewhere we use 1 to denote 
either the identity of a multiplicative group or the multiplicative identity of a unitary 
ring or the trivial multiplicative group or a constant function taking the value 1 . . . all 
depending on context. Similar remarks hold for zero, except that it also can denote 
the trivial ring! All this is routine, of course, but these conventions are used rather 
relentlessly here. 
Finally, if g is an element of a group G, then let (g) denote the cyclic subgroup gen- 
erated by g; ]g] the order of g; IG] the order of G; Co(g) the centralizer of g in G; G’ 
the commutator subgroup of G; and G# the set of all elements of G except the identity. 
2. A category equivalence for Semi 
Suppose 0 < m E Z. We set cm = e2nilm (a primitive mth root of unity); let C(m) 
denote the multiplicative group generated by &,, and set R(m) = h[[,, l/m]. If A is a 
(left) R(m)-module we write A, for A. (This is an adaptation of the standard notation 
“RR” for a left R-module B.) We call A,,, a cyclotomic module, If m # n, then we 
regard the zero modules 0, and 0, as distinct objects. 
Note that if A,,, is a cyclotomic module then the scalar multiplication 
R(m) x A, - A,,, restricts to an action of C(m) on A,,,, making A,,, a C(m)-module. 
With this understanding we can apply Definition 1.4 to cyclotomic modules. Thus a 
morphism of cyclotomic modules A : A,,, ---+ B, is just a morphism from (A,,,, C(m)) 
to (B,, C(n)) in the sense of Definition 1.4. Given such a morphism A we set S(A,) = 
S(A,, C(m)) and define S(A) as in Definition 1.4 (cf. Eq (1)). Finally, composition of 
morphisms is also defined as in Definition 1.4 (cf. Eq. (2)). 
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Theorem 2.1. The class of finite cyclotomic modules, with morphisms and composi- 
tion dejned as above, is a category. S is a category equivalence from this category 
to Semi. 
We call the category of cyclotomic modules above “Cycle.” The theorem will be 
proved in Section 6. In that section we will also sketch the construction of a functor 
C: Semi --+ Cycle such that the compositions CS and SC are naturally equivalent to 
the respective identity functors. (The first proof of Theorem 2.1 involved constructing 
the natural equivalences between these compositions and the identity limctors.) The 
construction of C cannot be entirely natural (in the informal sense) since, for example, 
any semidirect product A x C(m) has a canonical homomorphism into C, := U, C(n), 
but semiabelian groups do not in general come equipped with such canonical homo- 
morphisms into C,. 
3. Morphisms of group actions 
Suppose G and I are groups and A is a G-module and B is an I-module. We let 
J? = Morph((A, G), (B,Z)) denote the set of all morphisms from (A, G) to (B,Z) in 
the sense of Definition 1.4 and let Y? = Horn ((A, G), (B,I)) denote the set of all 
group homomorphisms $ : A x G - B x I such that if G # 1 then $(A x 1) c B x 1. 
(Recall that A x G denotes the semidirect product, not the direct product.) We now 
define maps M : .?f - J@ and H : A%’ - 2 which are inverses of each other. 
For each homomorphism $ E X let 
where eA : A --+ A x G and eo : G - A x G are the usual injections and zs : B x Z 
- B and rc1 : B x I -+ I are the usual projections. For each (f, cp,j, A) E M we let 
H(f, %j,n) = (eBf~A)(elcp~A)(e~j~G)(eI~71G), 
where ?tA and 716 are the obvious projections and eB and q the obvious injections. 
(The reader must from the context distinguish here and below between compositions 
of maps, as in “es f z.4,” and pointwise products of maps, as in “(egfzA)(e[(P7tA))‘; in 
general, only one of these interpretations will make sense.) With the first equation of 
the next lemma, it is easy to verify that 
H(f, VJ,~, A) = S(f, cp,j, 2) 
(cf. Definition 1.4). 
(3) 
Lemma 3.1. Let (f, cp,j, 2) E M. For all a E A and g E G we have &a)j(g) = j(g), 
cp(ga) = q(a), and &g)cp(a) = cp(a)Xg). 
Proof. Recall that either G = 1 (so g = 1) or cp E 1. 0 
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Proposition 3.2. M maps into k?, H maps into 2, and M and H are inverses of 
each other. 
Proof. That H maps into 2 is easily checked using Lemma 3.1 and Eq. (3). Now 
suppose $ E 2; let M($) = (f, cp,j, 1). Then rp and A are group homomorphisms 
since they are compositions of homomorphisms. j is easily checked to be a I-cocycle 
and f a cp-cocycle. Also if G # 1 then $(A x 1)cB x 1 so (nI$eA)(A) = 1, i.e., 
rp = 1. Further if a E A and g E G, then using the definition of multiplication in A x G 
and B x H we have 
f(sa) = ~B(+(R s)ti(a, 1 )+(O, 9-r )) 
= n&(&s) + n&(0, g)r&(a, 1) + r&(0, s)n&(a, 1 )n&(0,9-1 ) 
= j(g) + 4g)f(a) + &s)cp(a)j(K’ ) 
= @V(a) + j(gg-* ) = 4g)f(a) 
since j is a I-cocycle, and cp(a)j(g-‘) = j(g-t) by Lemma 3.1. Thus M does map 
into =,s%?. 
Next note zAeA is the identity map on A and (cAnA) (eorco) is the identity on 
A x G, and noeA and nAeo are trivial. Using these identities and our definitions of 
A4 and H, a straightforward computation shows M and H are inverses. For exam- 
ple, if A = (f, cp,j,l) E .& then the first coordinate of MH(A) is by definition 
~~((eef~A))(errp71A)(eBj~G)(e~~71G))eA = (@e~f%$A) = f, as required, and for all 
I/I E 2 we have 
= ((eB71B)(e~711))~((eAnA)(eGnG)) = II/. 
Now let J be a group and D be a J-module. Proceeding as above we have bijections 
M’ : Hom((A, G), (D, J)) - Morph((A, G), (D, J)) and H’ : Morph((B,I), (D, J)) - 
Hom((B,O, (D, J)). 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose @ E Morph((A, G),(B,I)) and Y E Morph((B,Z),(D,J)) 
and H’( Y)H( @) E Hom((A, G), (D, J)). Then 
M’(H’( Y)H(@)) = Y@. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 3.3 is a routine computation. For example, note that 
if @ = (f, cp, j, A) and Y = (g, $, k, p), then the first coordinate of M’(H’(Y)H(@)) is 
by definition Q(H’( Y)H(@))eA, which maps any a E A to 
QH’(Y)(f(a), 4’(a)) = &-(a) + ‘%‘(a) = (qf + k4’)(a). 
The hypothesis on the composition H’( Y)H( @) above was made only because we 
did not define M’ to be a map on all of Hom(A x G,D x J). (We could have done 
so, but then M’ would have had a larger image.) 
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4. Group actions and cyclotomic modules 
The main result of this section is the following. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a finite C(mtmodule. There is an extension of the action 
C(m)xA-A toamapR(m)xA --) A making A an R(m)-module tf and only tf 
the action of C(m) on A is without fixed points. 
Our proof of Theorem 4.1 is surprisingly complicated for so plausible a result. The 
proof motivates the definition of the truncated group rings which play a central role in 
Sections 7-10. We begin with two preliminary results. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose 1 # [ E C(m). Then 1 - [ is a unit in R(m). 
Proof. Since the polynomial x - [ is a factor of Q(x) = 1 +x+ ... +x’+’ in R(m)[x], 
then 1 - [ is a factor of Q(1) = m, which is a unit of R(m). Hence 1 - c is also a 
unit of R(m). 0 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose a finite group G acts without fixed points on a torsion abelian 
group A. Then the order of G is relatively prime to the order of every element 
ofA. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a E A and g E G with the same prime order p. Let i 
denote the image of g in ZG. Then 0 = (ip - 1)a = (d - 1 )pa (since gJ’ = 1 and 
pa = 0). There therefore exists a least positive m with (i- 1 )*a = 0. Thus gb = b # 0 
where b = (6 - l)m-la, contradicting that G acts without fixed points. 0 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.1. First suppose 
the action of C(m) on A is the restriction of an R(m)-module scalar multiplication. If 
[a = a for some 5 E C(m) and a E A then (1 - [)a = 0. Then by Lemma 4.2 either 
< = 1 or a = 0. Hence the action of C(m) on A is without fixed points. 
Next assume the action of C(m) on A is without fixed points. Let T, denote the group 
ring of C(m) over Z[l/m]. By Lemma 4.3 multiplication by m is an automorphism 
of A, so we can regard A as a module over T,. Let a = a, denote the ideal of T, 
generated by all elements of the form EdED d where D ranges over all finite nontrivial 
subgroups of C(m) (as before, d denotes the image of d in the group ring). 
Claim 1. a is contained in the annihilator of A. 
Proof. Suppose 1 # b E D < C(m). Then bD = D and hence for any a E A, 
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Thus by hypothesis (Cd,od ) a = 0. Hence a annihilates A, and Claim 1 is 
proved. 0 
Because of Claim 1 we may assume A is naturally a T,,,/a,-module. Hence it suffices 
to prove our second claim. 
Claim 2. a, is exactly the kernel of the surjective homomorphism 
8, : T,,, - R(m) 
canonically associated with the inclusion maps C(m) ---+ R(m) and Z[l/m] - R(m). 
Proof. Clearly, a, c ker B, (any kth root of unity [ satisfies CfI,i i’ = 0). Thus it 
suffices to prove a, > ker 8,. First suppose m = p’+’ is a nontrivial power of a prime 
p (so t > 0). Let c( E ker Bm. Then there exists a polynomial f(x) E Z[l/m][x] with CI = 
f (tm), so f (cm) = /3,(u) = 0. Hence there exists g(x) E Q[x] with f(x) = @(x)g(x) 
where Q(x) is the mth cyclotomic polynomial. Indeed g(x) E H[l/m][x] since in a 
Dedekind domain, content is multiplicative (e.g. see [6, Exercise 4, p. 6101). (Details. 
There exists a nonzero s E Z with sg(x) E Z[x]. The Z[l/m]-content of sg(x) equals 
that of sf(x) and hence is divisible by s, so g(f) E Z[l/m][x].) Hence M = @(tm)g(fm) 
is in the ideal generated by @(tm) = Cf=i’ f,” , which is in a, since ii’ # 1 has order 
p. Thus a E a,. Hence ker 8, c a, in this case. 
It remains to prove ker 8, c a, when we can write m = sk where s and k are 
relatively prime integers larger than 1. By induction on the number of prime factors 
of m we may assume ker 0, c a, and ker & c ak. We may identify T, and Tk with 
subrings of T,,, and regard thereby a, and ak as additive subgroups of a,. Indeed a, 
and ak together generate a, as an ideal since a, is in fact generated as an ideal by all 
elements of the form CdED 2 where D ranges over all subgroups of C(m) of prime 
order, and any such subgroup is a subgroup of either C(s) or C(k). Thus it suffices to 
show that ker l& is generated as an ideal by (ker 0,) U (ker Sk). 
We have a commutative diagram with exact rows induced by &,, ok and (3,: 
0-kere,-T,-R(m)-0 
t 
01 
t 
02 
t 
c3 
0 -ker(8,@0,) - T,OT, - R(s) 0 R(k) - 0 
where all tensor products are as Z-modules, where 02 is induced by the multiplication 
on T, and the natural maps T, - T,,, and Tk - T,,,, and where 03 is induced by 
the multiplication map on R(m) and the inclusions R(s) - R(m) and R(k) - R(m). 
All the groups above can be considered as free Z[l/m]-modules and as such we have 
rank T, @ Tk = sk = m = rank T,,, 
and 
rank R(s) @R(k) = q(s)cp(k) = q(m) = rank R(m) 
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(where cp above denotes the Euler cp-function). Thus 02 and 03, and hence also ~1, are 
isomorphisms. Thus it suffices to show ker(B, 8 ~9k) is generated by T, @ ker f& and 
ker 6, @ Tk. In order to analyze 6, @ ek we consider the commutative diagram 
ker %,@T,- ker O,@R(k) - 0 
Irs@ker 8,L - T@R(k) - 0 
P6 
R(s) OR(k) 
which has exact rows and columns by the right exactness of the fimctors *R(k), 
T,@-, and ker Q&J-. A diagram chase shows ker(p+s) is generated as a group by the 
images of ~2 and ~4; that is, ker 6, 8 ok is generated by ker 6, @ Tk and T, @ ker ok, 
This completes the proof of Claim 2 and hence of Theorem 4.1. 0 
5. Group actions and semiabelian groups 
In the previous section we showed that the group actions without fixed points of finite 
cyclic groups on finite abelian groups are precisely those arising from finite cyclotomic 
modules. In this section we prove in Propositions 5.3 and 5.5 the analogous fact for 
semiabelian groups. 
Proposition 5.1. Suppose G is a semiabelian group. Then there exists a unique normal 
maximal abelian subgroup N of G. Moreover, G/N is cyclic, the order of N is 
relatively prime to [G : N], and G has an element of order [G : N]. 
Proof. These assertions are trivial (take N = G) if G is abelian, so suppose it is 
not. Weisner [13] showed G must have a normal maximal abelian subgroup N and 
moreover that GIN is cyclic, any Sylow subgroup of N is a Sylow subgroup of G 
(so N has order relatively prime to [G : N]), and N is disjoint from any other such 
subgroup. It follows that N is unique, for if K were another such subgroup then NK 
would be a still larger abelian group. (This is clear if N fX is nontrivial, but otherwise 
for all n E N and k E K, nkn-‘k-l E N nK so nk = kn.) The existence of an element 
of G of order [G : N] is easy (consider a power of any g E G with gN generating 
G/N). 0 
Notation 5.2. We let No denote the subgroup N of Proposition 5.1 and let ma = 
[G : No]. 
Proposition 5.3. Let G be a semiabelian group and let g E G have order m = mo. 
There is a unique action of C(m) on No with &,n = gng-’ for all n E No and this 
action is without $xed points. 
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We will call the above action of C(m) on NG the g-action (to emphasize its depen- 
dence on the choice of g). 
Proof. Suppose gSnggS = n where s E Z, 1 # n E No. We will show 8 = 1, so that 
m divides s. This implies that conjugation by g is an automorphism of order mo on 
NG, proving the existence of the alleged group action of C(m) on No. It also shows 
that this group action is without fixed points. Note it is in the center of the group 
generated by # and NG, so this group is abelian (G is semiabelian) and hence equals 
No (a maximal abelian subgroup). Thus # E No, so gs = 1 and m divides s (recall 
md is relatively prime to the order of No). The uniqueness assertion is obvious since 
[, generates C(m). 0 
Remark 5.4. With notation as in Proposition 5.3, it is easy to check that there is an 
isomorphism 
6, : NG x C(m) + G 
with sg(n,L$) = ng’ for all IZ E N o, i E z. We Will use this isomorphism in later 
sections. 
In Proposition 5.3 we showed that semiabelian groups give rise to actions by C(m) 
without fixed points. We next show that all such actions arise essentially in this way. 
Proposition 5.5. Suppose 1 < m E Z and C(m) acts without fixed points on some 
nontrivial C(m)-module A. Let G = AxC(m). Then G is semiabelian, No = AX 1 = G’ 
and (0, [,) has order mo = m. Moreover, tf we identzfy A with A x 1, then the given 
action of C(m) on A is the (O,[m)-action of C(m) on No. 
Corollary 5.6. If G is a semiabelian group which is not abelian, then No is the 
commutator subgroup of G. 
Proof. By Remark 5.4 we may as well assume G = A x C(m) where C(m) has an 
action on A without fixed points; then Proposition 5.5 tells us that No = G’. 0 
Proof of Proposition 5.5. Recall from Theorem 4.1 that A is naturally an R(m)-module. 
G is clearly solvable. Note for any x = (b, r) and y = (a,~) in G we have 
xyx-’ y-1 =((l-s)b-(l-r)a,l). (4) 
Suppose x and y both commute with some z = (e, t) # (0,l) in G; in order to show 
G is semiabelian it suffices to prove xyx-’ y-l = (0,l) and hence that 
(l-s)b=(l-r)a. (5) 
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Eq. (4) applied to the pair x and z and also to y and z yields 
(1 -r)e=(l -t)b and (1 -s)e=(l -t)a. (6) 
Then 
(1 -t)a+,s(l -t)b=(l -s)e+s(l -r)e 
=(l -r)e+r(l -s)e=(l -t)b+r(l -t)a. 
Hence, 
t(( 1 - s)b - (1 - r)a) = (1 - s)b - (1 - r)a. 
If t # 1 then (5) follows from the fact that C(m) acts without fixed points and if 
t = 1 then (6) implies Y = s = 1 (Lemma 4.2), so again (5) is satisfied. Thus G 
is semiabelian. A x 1 is easily checked to be the normal maximal abelian subgroup 
of G. That it equals G’ follows directly from Eq. (4) and Lemma 4.2 which implies 
(1 - c)A = A whenever 1 # c E C(m). Finally, (0, &,,) clearly has order m and for any 
a E A, 
(0, i, )(a, 1 )(O, cm)- l = (id4 1). 
That is, the (O,[m)-action of C(m) on A x 1 is just the given action of C(m) on A 
(identifying A with A x 1). 0 
6. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
Let A, and B, be cyclotomic modules. As usual we also regard A as a C(m)-module 
and B as a C(n)-module. 
We first examine the behavior of S on cyclotomic modules. The action of C(m) 
on A,,, is without fixed points by Theorem 4.1, so S(A,) = A x C(m) is semiabelian 
(Proposition 5.5). On the other hand, if G is a semiabelian group, say with m = mG 
(cf. Notation 5.2), then there is an action of C(m) on No which is without fixed points 
(Proposition 5.3) and has G g No x C(m) (Remark 5.4). Then No is an R(m)-module 
(Theorem 4.1) with S(No),) ?Z G. 
We next consider the action of S on morphisms. The next lemma is the key to 
applying the results of Section 3, and uses the notation of that section. 
Lemma 6.1. Hom(A x C(m), B x C(n)) = Hom((A, C(m)), (B, C(n))). 
Proof. We must show that if m # 1, then every homomorphism A x C(m) - B x C(n) 
carries A x 1 into B x 1. If n = 1 this is obvious. If n # 1, then A x 1 is the commutator 
subgroup of A x C(m) and similarly for B (when A # 0 we can use Theorem 4.1 to 
apply Proposition 5.5). The lemma follows therefore from the fact that homomorphisms 
carry commutators to commutators. 0 
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Now suppose @ : A, ---+ B,, Y : B,, - D,, and A : D, - Et are morphisms of 
cyclotomic modules. We use the notation of Section 3 with G = C(m), 1 = C(n) and 
J = C(s). Eq. (3) and Proposition 3.2 show S(Q) is a homomorphism. Lemma 6.1 
implies that the hypothesis on H’( Y)H(@) in Proposition 3.3 is satisfied, so Y@ is in 
the image of M’ and hence by Proposition 3.2 is a morphism. Applying the inverse of 
M’ to both sides of the equation in Proposition 3.3 yields 
S(Y)S(@) = S(Y@) (7) 
(using Eq. (3) and Proposition 3.2 to replace H, H’, and the inverse of M’ by S). 
Hence the associativity of composition of functions implies 
S(A(Y@)) = S(A)S(Y)S(@) = S((AY)@). 
Since S is injective on Morph( (A,C(m)), (E,C(t))) by Proposition 3.2, it follows that 
A( Y@) = (AY)@, so composition of morphisms is associative. 
The quadruple (lA, 1, O,lccm,) is easily checked to be an identity for A,,, (where 0 
and 1 denote constant maps and 1~ : A - A and lo : C(m) - C(m) are identity 
maps). Thus Cycle is indeed a category. By Eq. (7), S is a functor from Cycle to 
Semi. It is bijective on morphism sets by Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 6.1 and, as was 
shown above, every object of Semi is isomorphic to one in the image of S. Hence S 
is an equivalence of categories [6, Proposition 1.3, p. 271. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 0 
In the remainder of this section we sketch the construction of a ftmctor C: Semi - 
Cycle such that the compositions CS and SC are naturally equivalent to the respective 
identity functors. As remarked in Section 2, such a construction must involve some 
choice; here we assume we have chosen for each semiabelian group G a particular 
element go E G of order mo (cf. Proposition 5.1 and Notation 5.2). We may as well 
assume that we pick go = (0, cm) whenever A,,, is a cyclotomic module and G is the 
semidirect product A x C(m). We can then let C be the functor assigning to each object 
G of Semi the cyclotomic module (N G ) mc, where No has the R(Q)-module structure 
associated with the go-action of C(mo) on No (cf. Proposition 5.3 and the paragraph 
immediately following and Theorem 4.1). C also assigns to any homomorphism + : 
G - H of semiabelian groups the morphism M(J,-,‘$ a,,), where 
A4 : Hom((NG, C(mG)h (NH, C(mH))) - Morph((Nc, C(mG)), (NH, C(mH))) 
is defined just as in Section 3 but taking (A, G) = (NG,C(TTZG)) and (B,l) = (NH, 
C(mH)) (the action of C(mo) on No is of course the go-action, and similarly for H). 
Remark 5.4 and Proposition 5.5 (and the identification of A x 1 with A) are the keys 
to constructing the promised natural equivalences of functors. 
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7. The category AK 
Let G be a group. 
Definition 7.1. A nontrivial normal subgroup N of G is an abelian kernel for G if 
G/N is locally finite; Cc(n) = N for all n E N#; and mN = N whenever m is the 
order of an element of G/N. 
In the above definition we used additive notation for N. 
Example 7.2. (A) Any nontrivial abelian group is an abelian kernel for itself. 
(B) Suppose G is locally finite. Then a nontrivial normal subgroup N of G is an 
abelian kernel for G if and only if Co(a) = N for all CI E N# (cf. Lemma 4.3). In 
particular, for finite nonabelian groups the abelian kernels are just the Frobenius kernels 
which happen to be abelian [lo, p. 3481. 
(C) Here is an example of an abelian kernel in a group having elements of infinite 
order. Let G be the semidirect product of the multiplicative group Z’ = { 1, - 1) and 
the dyadic rationals R(2) = Z[1/2] (where E’ acts on R(2) by multiplication). Then 
R(2) x 1 is an abelian kernel for G. We will return to this example in Remark 9.10. 
We now define a category of modules (analogous to the category Cycle* ) which is 
equivalent to a full subcategory of groups whose objects include all groups having an 
abelian kernel. 
Definition and Notation 7.3. We let Zo denote the ring Z [{l/n : G has an element of 
order n}]. We let co denote the ideal of the group ring i&G generated by elements of 
the form ChEH h^ where H ranges over the nontrivial finite subgroups of G and where 
for any g E G, we denote by 8 the image of g under the natural map G - ZoG. 
We call the quotient ring RG = ZGG/~G the truncated group ring of G. For g E G 
we also let J=@+ao ERG. 
Example 7.4. (A) The proof of Theorem 4.1 (cf. Claim 2) showed Rqm) is isomorphic 
to R(m) by a map taking r,,, to &,,. Thus if G = (g) is any cyclic group of order m, 
then there is an isomorphism RG - R(m) taking S to &,,. 
(B) If G is the Klein 4-group (1, c,z, (TZ), then RG = 0. After all, the unit 6 = 
(l/2)(&( 1 + z^) + (1 + 6) - (1 + c??)) is in cc. This example is generalized in the proof 
of Corollary 8.5. 
Definition and Notation 7.5. By a truncated module we mean a pair (M, G) where 
G is a locally finite group with RG # 0 and M is a left &-module. Given such 
a pair (A4,G) we can canonically regard A4 as a G-module and define morphisms 
between such pairs, and compositions of such morphisms, as in Definition 1.4. For any 
morphism A = (f, cp,j, A) : (A4, G) -+ (N, H) of truncated modules we define S(M, G) 
and S(A) : S(M, G) - S(N, H) also as in Definition 1.4. 
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Theorem 7.6. The truncated modules, with morphisms and composition as indicated 
above, form a category, and S is category equivalence from this category to the full 
subcategory of the category of groups whose objects are groups having an abelian 
kernel and subgroups of such groups which intersect that abelian kernel trivially. 
This theorem will be proved in Section 10. In Corollary 9.6 we will see that the 
subgroups of groups with an abelian kernel which intersect that abelian kernel trivially 
are precisely the “generalized Frobenius complements” in the sense of Definition 8.3. 
8. Modules over truncated group rings 
Throughout this section G will denote a locally finite group. We begin with an 
alternate description of the ideal aG Of ZGG. 
Lemma 8.1. aG is generated as 
of G of prime order}. 
a left ideal of ZaG by { ChEH h : H is a subgroup 
Proof. Let a be the left ideal of Ro generated by the above set. If g E G, and if h E G 
has prime order p, then 
this shows Q is an ideal contained in co. But then a = co since any nontrivial finite 
subgroup H of G has an element h of prime order and CgEH 6 = CgET 6 CfEt(h) ] 
where T is a system of coset representatives for the cosets of (h) in H. 0 
If M is a left RG-module then M is in a natural way a G-module. Our first main 
result describes when a G-module structure on an abeiian group can be lifted to an 
RG-module structure; it is related to Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 8.2. Let M be a nontrivial G-module. The following are equivalent: 
(A) A4 has a left Ro-module structure with grn = gm for all g E G and m E M; 
(B) the semidirect product M x G has abelian kernel M x 1; 
(C) G acts on A4 without fixed points and mM = A4 whenever m is the order of 
an element of G. 
Proof. Suppose u E A4 and suppose g E G has order n > 1. Note 
(0, g)(f& 1 )(O, !w = (SK 1). 
From this identity the equivalence of (B) and (C) is easily verified. 
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Suppose condition (A) is true. Then l/n E Zo so clearly nM = M. If gcr = LX, then 
CI = ga = (l/n)(a + ga + g2E + . . . + g”-‘a) 
=(1/n) C& a=Oa=O. 
( ) hE (4 
Thus G acts on M without fixed points, so (C) is true. 
Finally, assume (C). By hypothesis and Lemma 4.3 A4 is a &G-module (with 
ga = ga). It suffices to show aoM = 0. Note 
so by hypothesis C ( he(g) ) 
h^ a = 0. Thus aoM = 0. This completes the proof 
Theorem 8.2. 0 
Definition 8.3. Suppose N is an abelian kernel for a group J. We call a subgroup 
of J a complement for N in J if HN = J and H fl N = 1. We will call a group 
of 
H 
G 
a generalized Frobenius complement if it is a complement for an abelian kernel for 
some group. 
We will remark in Proposition 8.6 that the usual Frobenius complements [6, Defmi- 
tion 5.4, p. 3171 are just the finite nontrivial generalized Frobenius complements. 
Theorem 8.4. G is a generalized Frobenius complement if and only if RG # 0. 
Proof. (-+) This follows easily from the previous theorem (take M to be RG, consid- 
ered as a left &-module). 
(+) Let J be a group containing G with abelian kernel N and with J = GN and 
G n N = 1. G acts on N by conjugation, so we can regard N as a ZG-module. Indeed 
by Definition 7.1 and Lemma 4.3, we may regard N as a HoG-module. (If ma = 0 
where m is the order of some g E G, then (g) acts without fixed points on the torsion 
subgroup of N, so c( = 0.) Now suppose Ro = 0. Suppose that a E N and that g E G 
has orders > 1. Let p = (1 +g++..+~“-‘)rx. Then (1 -g)/? = (1 --$)a = 0, so 
/I = gpgg’ and so g E G n CJ(@. But CJ(~) = N if /3 # 0, contradicting that s > 1 
since G n N = 1. Thus /I = 0. This shows N = (&G)N = aoN = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence RG # 0. 0 
The next result, which is standard for Frobenius complements [8, Theorem 18.1 (i), 
p. 1931, will be used in Section 9. 
Corollary 8.5. Suppose G is a generalized Frobenius complement and p is a prime 
number. Then G has no subgroup of order p2 and exponent p. 
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Proof. Suppose H = (a,P) were such a subgroup of G. For 6 E H let 6* = xpEIG) b. 
Then 
p = Lx* - cx*fi* + c <sj?,*. 
(The key facts here are that c(*B* = Es,, 5, and that the p + 1 groups (a) and 
(S/9, for 6 E (a), in ersect trivially in pairs.) Thus 1 E ao, contradicting that Ra # 0 t 
(Theorem 8.4). 0 
Proposition 8.6. Let H be a subgroup of G. 
(A) If Rn = 0, then Ro = 0. 
(B) If G is a generalized Frobenius complement, hen so is H. 
(C) If G is jinite and nontrivial, then it is a generalized Frobenius complement if
and only tf it is a Frobenius complement. 
Proof. The inclusion map H - G induces a unitary homomorphism Rn - Ro; (A) 
follows directly from this. (B) follows from the previous theorem, using (A). We now 
prove (C). Frobenius complements (of finite groups) are clearly generalized Frobenius 
complements in the sense of Definition 8.3 (note that if H is a Frobenius complement 
of a finite group J with kernel N, then the commutator subgroup N’ of N is a normal 
subgroup of G and N/N’ is an abelian kernel for G/N’ with complement isomorphic 
to H). Now suppose G is a finite nontrivial generalized Frobenius complement. Ra 
cannot be divisible as an additive group, since it is finitely generated as a ho-module. 
Hence there exists a prime integer t with tRG # Ra. Let M = &/t&G. kt is finite since 
as a ring it is a homomorphic image of (Z/tE)G. Then M x 1 is an abelian kernel for 
the semidirect product M x G with complement 0 x G % G by Theorem 8.2. Hence G 
is a Frobenius complement. q 
We now come to the last main result of this section. 
Theorem 8.7. If G is a generalized Frobenius complement, hen it is jinite or count- 
able. 
Proof. We may suppose G is infinite. First suppose G has a finite nonsolvable sub- 
group. Let E denote the set of elements of G of order prime to 30. 
Claim 1. E is a normal subgroup of G of index at most 240. 
Subproof. E is closed under conjugation by elements of G, so it suffices to show it 
is a subgroup of index at most 240. Let a, b E E. Since G is locally finite, there is a 
finite nonsolvable subgroup F of G with a, b f F. Then F is a nonsolvable Frobenius 
complement (Proposition 8.6). Hence by a theorem of Zassenhaus [8, Theorem 18.6, 
p. 2041 F has a subgroup of index at most 2 which itself is an internal direct product of 
a subgroup A4 which is a Z-group of order prime to 30 and a subgroup L isomorphic to 
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SL(2,5). The image of a in G/ML has order dividing 2 and prime to 2, so a E ML and 
hence a E M. (Recall the order of a is relatively prime to that of SL(2,5).) Similarly, 
b E A4 and hence ab E M c E. Hence E is a normal subgroup of the locally finite 
group G. 
Let us now suppose [G : E] > 240. Let al,. . . , a241 E G represent distinct cosets of 
E. We may suppose the group F of the previous paragraph has been chosen to contain 
all the ai, i 5 241. By the above paragraph M = F n E, so we have a natural injection 
F/h4 + G/E, so the cosets aiM, 1 < i 5 241, are all distinct. This contradicts the 
fact that 
[F : M] = [F : ML][ML : M] 5 2[SL(2,5) : l] = 240. 
The claim is proved. q 
Because of the above claim, it suffices to show that E is countable. Now every 
finite subgroup of E is solvable, since all the elements of E have order prime to 30 
[8, Theorem 18.6, p. 2041. Hence for the remainder of the proof we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that all the members of the set % of all finite subgroups of 
G are solvable. 
Let A E %. Then by [8, Theorem 18.2, p. 1961 A admits a normal subgroup of 
index at most 24 which is a E-group, and hence A has a subnormal series of the form 
Aa = A>A1 >-..>AS>A6 = 1, (8) 
where [Ai : Ai+,] 2 3 for i 5 3 and where Ad/As and A5 are cyclic (A4 is the normal 
subgroup which is a Z-group). Then an easy induction shows that for all i < 6, 
Ai > A”’ (the ith higher commutator group) [9, Lemma 5.7, p. 831. Thus the derived 
series of A has length at most 6. Since G is locally finite, the derived series of G has 
length at most 6. In order to show G is countable, it suffices to show Bi := G(‘)/G(‘+‘) 
is finite or countable whenever 0 5 i < 5. Suppose 0 < i 5 5 and 0 < t E Z. In order 
to show Bi is finite or countable, it suffices to show it contains at most t6 elements of 
order t. Let A E %. Then it suffices to show that C := A n G(‘)/A fl G(‘+‘) has at most 
t6 elements of order t. This follows from the next claim. 
Claim 2. C is a direct product of at most 6 cyclic groups. 
Subproof. The derived series of G yields a normal series for A: 
(where it is possible that G(“) n A or even G(‘) is trivial for s < 6). Combining this 
with the subnormal series (8) we have a subnormal series for any i < 6: 
G(‘)nA =(G(‘+‘) n A)(G(‘) n Ao) >(G(‘+‘) n A)(G(‘) n At) 
>(G(‘+‘) nA)(G(‘) nA2) 1.. . >(G(i+l) nA)(@) nA6) = &+I) nA 
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(cf. the construction of a common refinement to two series [9, pp. 77-781). For each 
i < 6, the jth factor group of this series is 
(G(‘+‘) nA)(G(‘) nAi_r)/(G(‘+‘) nA)(G”’ nAj) 
which is a homomorphic image of G(‘) n Aj_JG(‘) n Aj, which in turn injects into 
the cyclic group Aj_ l/‘Aj. Thus C has a subnormal series of length at most 6 with 
cyclic factor groups. The claim follows from this and the fundamental theorem of 
finite abelian groups. 0 
9. Groups with an abelian kernel 
Throughout his section N will denote an abelian kernel of a group G. We develop 
here the properties of such groups which will be needed in the proof of Theorem 7.6. 
These include analogues of many of the fundamental properties of Frobenius groups; 
in Remark 9.10 below we note that not all such properties generalize to groups with 
abelian kernel. 
Theorem 9.1. There exists a complement for N in G. 
Our proof of Theorem 9.1 will require some preliminary lemmas. As usual N is 
regarded as a G/N-module; the action takes any pair (gN,c() to gag-’ (for g E G, 
CCEN). 
Lemma 9.2. N is a &/N-module. 
Proof. Say g E G and gN has order n, so l/n is one of the generators of Z,. By 
hypothesis multiplication by n is a surjection N --+ N. It suffices to show it is in fact 
a bijection. Just suppose no: = 0 for some LX E N. Now (gN) surely acts on N,, the 
torsion subgroup of N, and tl E Nt. Since N is an abelian kernel, this action has no 
fixed points. Then n is relatively prime to the order of a (Lemma 4.3), so tl = 0. Thus 
multiplication by n is injective on N. q 
Lemma 9.3. Suppose 1 # B E G/N. Then 1 - s is a multiplicative unit in RGIN. 
Proof. /? has finite order, say m. By Lemma 4.2 and Example 7.4(A), 1 - y is a unit 
in R(g), where y denotes the image of /I in R(g). The canonical unitary homomorphism 
R(g) -RG/N carries 1 -y to 1 -p, so 1 -a is a unit in RG,N. 0 
Lemma 9.4. Ifg E G\N, then N = {gag-‘a-’ : a E N}. 
Proof. Since N is an abelian kernel for G, Theorem 8.2 implies that N has the natural 
&/N-module structure. Hence (g- l)N = N by Lemma 9.3. That is, N = {gag-‘a-’ : 
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a E N}. (We have written N additively when thinking of it as an Ro,N-module and 
multiplicatively when thinking of it as a subgroup of G.) 0 
Lemma 9.5. Suppose that H is a complement for N in G and that K is a nontrivial 
subgroup of G with K n N = 1. Then there exists a unique b E N with K c bHb-‘. 
Proof. Suppose that 1 # a E K. 
Claim 1. There exists a unique b E N with a E bHb-‘. 
Subproof. By hypothesis there exists c E N, d E H with a = dc. Note d # 1 since 
N n K = 1. By Lemma 9.4 there exists e E N with c = d-‘ede-‘. Then a = 
d(d-‘ede-‘) E eHe-‘. Now suppose b E N and a E bHb-‘; we will prove that b = e. 
Write a = bhb-’ for h E H. Then (e-‘b)h(e-‘b)-‘h-l = e-‘aeh-’ E H n N = 1. 
Thus h E Co(e-‘b) n H. Hence e = b (since otherwise 1 # h E N n H = 1 ), as 
required. 0 
Claim 2. Say xyx-’ E (y) for some x, y E K#. Suppose x = sgs-’ and y = tkt-’ 
where s, t E N and g, k E H. Then s = t. 
Subproof. By hypothesis 1 # xyx-’ E tHt-’ and also xyx-’ = crgkg-‘a-’ E aHcc-’ 
where CI = sgs-‘tg-’ E N. Thus by Claim 1, sgs-‘tg-’ = t, so sgs-’ = tgt-‘. Again 
by Claim 1, s = t. Claim 2 is proved. 0 
We may suppose, without loss of generality, that K is finite. After all, K is isomor- 
phic to a subgroup of the locally finite group G/N. 
We now consider two special cases. First suppose K is a finite group of odd order. 
Since K is isomorphic to a subgroup of G/N, it is a finite Frobenius complement (cf. 
Proposition 8.6) and hence we can write K = (x, y) where x # 1, y # 1 and xyx-’ E 
(y) [8, Theorem 18.1 (p. 194) and Proposition 12.11 (p. 106)]. Applying Claims 1 
and 2 to x and y we see there exists a unique b E N with K = (x, y) c bHb-‘. Next 
suppose K is a finite group of even order. Then K has a unique element, say y, of 
order 2 [8, Theorem l&liii, p. 1941. There exists a unique b E N with y E bHb-‘. 
For any x E K#, xyx-’ E (y). Hence (again applying Claims 1 and 2 to x and y), 
x E bHb-‘. Thus Kc bHb-‘. 
We can now prove our main result for this section. 
Proof of Theorem 9.1. Since G/N is countable (Theorem 8.7), G is the union of a 
chain of subgroups L1 c L2 c L3.. . such that for all i 2 1, N is a normal subgroup of 
Li of finite index. 
Let L = Li for some i 1 1. Clearly, N is an abelian kernel for L; we now show it has 
a complement di in L. Since multiplication by [L : N]-’ is an isomorphism N -+ N 
(Lemma 9.2), N is weakly projective as a (left) L/N-module [3, Proposition 8.6, 
p. 2001, so &(L/N,N) = 0 [3, Proposition 2.2, p. 2361. In particular, H2(L/N,N) = 0, 
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so the exact sequence 0 --+ N --+ L - L/N --+ 0 splits [3, Remark, p. 3031, 
proving the existence of the complement Ai. 
By Lemma 9.5 there exist br, bz, . . . E N with Ai C biAi+lb,’ for all i 2 1. Let A 
be the union of the chain 
A, c blA2b;l = blbzA3(b,b$1 cblbzb3A4(blb2b3)-’ c.... 
We claim A is a complement for N in G. Clearly, A n N = 1. Now let g E G. Then 
g E r, for some s > 1, so g = LX/I for some c1 E N, /I E A,. But then 
g = (crb-‘) ((bfib-‘) b (bbb-I)-‘) (b/?b-‘) E NA, 
where b = b 1 . . . b,_ 1. This proves A is a complement for N in G, and completes the 
proof of Theorem 9.1. 0 
We next show the objects in the subcategory of the category of groups in Theo- 
rem 7.6 are precisely the groups with abelian kernel and the generalized Frobenius 
complements. 
Corollary 9.6. Suppose L is a subgroup of G with LnN = 1. Then L is a generalized 
Frobenius complement. 
Proof. By Lemma 9.5 (and Theorem 9.1), we may suppose, without loss of generality, 
that L is contained in a complement H of N. But then L is a generalized Frobenius 
complement by Proposition 8.6(B). 0 
Lemma 9.7. Suppose M is a normal subgroup of G not contained in N. Then N is 
a subgroup of M. 
Proof. By hypothesis there exists g E M\N. For any a E N there exists /? E N with 
c1= gBg-‘/?-’ (Lemma 9.4), which is in M. Thus N CM. I7 
Lemma 9.8. Suppose N # G. If A is a normal subgroup of G such that G/A is a 
generalized Frobenius complement, then A > N. 
Proof. This proof will make frequent implicit use of Theorem 8.2 and Proposition 8.6. 
By Theorem 9.1 there is a complement J for N in G; J is naturally isomorphic to 
G/N. 
Just suppose A does not contain N. By Lemma 9.7, A is then a proper subset of N. 
N is an Ro,N-module by Theorem 8.2; suppose first that A is not an Ro,N-submodule 
of N. Now J 2 G/N acts on A without fixed points, so there exists h E J with pA # 
A where p is the order of h. We may choose such h with p prime. Since N = pN, 
the group M of elements of N/A of exponent p is nontrivial. M is clearly an (h)- 
module. By Lemma 4.3, the action of (h) on M has fixed points; thus hah-‘A = 
CrA for some a E N\A with pa E A. Then (ClA, hA) is a finite Frobenius complement 
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(Proposition 8.6(B)) of exponent p and order p ‘. This contradicts Corollary 8.5, so 
we may henceforth assume A is an Ro,N-submodule of N, and hence that N/A is an 
Ro/,v-module. 
Let H = (h) be a subgroup of J of prime order p. There exists a E N\A. Since N/A 
is an Ro/N-module, it is also an RH-module (the action is induced by conjugation as 
usual). Let L = R”(d) be the RH-submodule of N/A generated by aA. L is additively 
torsion (recall G/A is a generalized Frobenius complement) and is a cyclic module 
over RH E Z [iP, l/p] (cf. Example 7.4(A)). Thus L is finite. Hence the semidirect 
product L x H is a finite Frobenius group and a finite Frobenius complement (it is 
naturally isomorphic to a subgroup of G/A). This contradiction of the Theorem 12.6.11 
of [lo, p. 3531 completes the proof of Lemma 9.8. 0 
Corollary 9.9. A group has at most one abelian kernel. Indeed, N is the unique 
maximal abelian subgroup of G which is normal. 
Proof. Maximality follows from the fact that if A is any abelian subgroup of G con- 
taining N then by definition A c Cc(a) = N for any nontrivial a E N. Uniqueness 
follows from maximality and Lemma 9.7. 0 
Remark 9.10. Theorem 9.1 and Lemma 9.5 can be combined to extend the “decom- 
position theorem” for Frobenius groups to groups with an abelian kernel: if H is a 
complement for N in G and LX E G\N, then there exists a unique b E N with c( E 
bHb-' . Not all familiar properties of Frobenius groups generalize directly to groups 
with abelian kernel. For example, if A is a normal subgroup of G properly contained in 
N, then G/A does not necessarily have an abelian kernel (compare with [lo, 12.6.6 (ii), 
p. 3511). For example let G be the semidirect product R(2) x Z’ (where H’ = {fl} 
acts on R(2) = 2[1/2] by multiplication). Then A = Z x 1 is a normal subgroup of 
G contained in the abelian kernel R(2) x 1, but G/A has no abelian kernel. (Note G/A 
is nonabelian and every element has order a power of 2; Proposition 4.3 says it can 
therefore have no abelian kernel.) 
10. Proof of Theorem 7.6 
The argument will parallel that of Section 6. Let AK (for “abelian kernel”) denote 
the full subcategory of the category of groups whose objects are all groups with an 
abelian kernel and all generalized Frobenius complements. Corollary 9.6 says AK is 
precisely the category in Theorem 7.6. Also let TM (for “truncated modules”) be the 
structure which in Theorem 7.6 is asserted to be a category of truncated modules. 
As in Section 6 we first look at the action of S on objects. Let (A, G) be a truncated 
module. If A = 0, then S(A, G) E G, which is a generalized Frobenius complement 
by Proposition 8.4. If A # 0, then S(A, G) has an abelian kernel by Theorem 8.2. 
Thus in all cases, S(A, G) is an object of AK. We next show that for any object K 
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of AK, there exists a truncated module (A, G) with A x G S K. If K is a generalized 
Frobenius complement, then it suffices to set (A, G) = (0, K) (Theorem 8.4), so suppose 
otherwise. Then K has an abelian kernel N; by Theorem 9.1 there is a complement 
H in K for N. By Theorem 8.4, RH # 0. H acts on N by conjugation and there is a 
natural isomorphism from the semidirect product N x H to K taking each (a, h) E N x H 
to ah. Thus N x 1 is an abelian kernel of N x H, so N is an RH-module (Theorem 
8.2). Therefore (N,H) is a truncated module and S(N,H) 2 K. 
We next examine the action of S on morphisms. Suppose (A,G) and (B,Z) are 
truncated modules. We claim that 
Horn ((A, G), (B,Z)) = Hom(A x G, B x Z), (9) 
that is, if G # 1 then any group homomorphism cp : A x G - B x Z has cp(A x 1) c B x 1 
(cf. Section 3). This is trivial if A = 0, so suppose A # 0. Then by Theorem 8.2, A x 1 
is an abelian kernel of A x G. Let T = cp-‘(B x 1). Then cp induces an isomorphism 
from A x G/T onto a subgroup of I, so A x G/T is a generalized Frobenius complement 
(Proposition 8.6). Hence by Lemma 9.8, A x 1 c T, so &A x 1) c B x 1, as claimed. 
The remainder of the proof of Theorem 7.6 is a precise analogue of the part of 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Section 6 following Lemma 6.1, with Eq. (9) above 
playing here the role that Lemma 6.1 plays in Section 6. Proposition 3.2 says S carries 
morphisms to homomorphisms. Eq. (9) then allows us to apply Propositions 3.2 and 
3.3 to conclude that a composition of morphisms is a morphism, that this composition 
is associative (so TM is a category), and that S is a functor bijective on morphism 
sets, so it is a category equivalence. q 
11. Isomorpbism classes of metabelian Frobenius groups 
In this section we examine the set of isomorphism classes of metabelian Frobenius 
groups and, more generally, sets of isomorphism classes of objects of Semi, Cycle, 
and Cycle* .
Throughout his section m and n will denote relatively prime positive integers with 
n > 1. Let G = G(m) = Aut(Q[&J). F or each D E G and each R(m)-module A let 
OA denote the R(m)-module with the same addition as A and with scalar multiplication 
#d : R(m) x A --+ A taking each pair (r,a) to T#~U = a-‘(r)a. Let R(m)-Mod denote 
the category of left R(m)-modules. The next lemma relates the concepts of isomorphism 
in Cycle, CycIo*, and R(m)-Mod. 
Lemma 11.1. Let A,,, and B, be nonzero cyclotomic modules. The following are equiv- 
alent: 
(A) A,,, and B, are isomorphic in Cycle; 
(B) A, and B, are isomorphic in Cycle’; 
(C) m = r and for some 0 E G, crA, and B, are isomorphic in R(m)-Mod 
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Proof. (C) + (B): Suppose f : a4 ---+ B is an isomorphism in R(m)-Mod for some 
0 E G. Then 
!-G-a> = f(4r)#cTa> = +-Ma) 
for any Y E R(m) and a E A, so (f,alR(m)) is an isomorphism A, - B, in CycIo*. 
(B) + (A): If (f,a) : A,,, --+ B, is an isomorphism in Cycle*, then (f, l,O,olC(m)) 
is easily verified to be an isomorphism in Cycle. (O maps C(m) into C(r) since it is 
an isomorphism and C(m) is exactly the set of roots of unity of odd order in R(m) if 
4 @ R(m) and the set of all roots of unity in R(m) otherwise.) 
(A) + (C) Suppose that (f, cp,j,n) : A,,, ---+ B, is an isomorphism. Then S(A,) 
and S(B,) are isomorphic by Theorem 2.1, so m = r. (Since A # 0, m = 1 if and 
only if S(A,) is abelian and hence if and only if r = 1. If m # 1 then S(A,) is 
a Frobenius group with complement of order m, so again m = Y.) If m = 1, then 
f : A, - B, is an isomorphism in R(m)-Mod. If m > 1 then cp E 0, so f is 
additive and bijective (g is an inverse for f if (g, Ic/, k, cl) is an inverse for (f, cp,j, A)). 
Moreover for any Y E R(m) and a E A, f(r#.+z) = f(a-‘(r)u) = rf(a), so f is an 
isomorphism crA --+ B in R(m)-Mod. 0 
Remark 11.2. With the above lemma it is clear that Cycle and Cycle* have exactly the 
same sets of isomorphism classes of objects; note that for each m > 1 the zero R(m)- 
module 0,, which is an object of Cycle but not of Cycle*, lies in the isomorphism 
class of the R(l)-module (Z/mZ)i. (See Remark 12.4 for more on isomorphism in 
Cycle.) 
Let P = P(m) denote the set of nonzero primary ideals of R(m) and let Sp = Y(m) 
denote the free abelian semigroup on the set P. Formally, elements of Y are functions 
from P to the set of nonnegative integers with finite nonempty support; we often will 
write any s E Y as a formal sum 
s = c 4P)P. 
PEP 
For each such s let M(s) denote the R(m)-module @,,p(R(m)/p)@). G acts on P 
and hence on Y ((r f G assigns to any s E S the composition SK’); let Y/G = 
Y(m)/G(m) denote the set of orbits of this group action. 
Lemma 11.3. Zf (T E G and s E 9, then CM(S) and M(a) are isomorphic in 
R(m)-Mod. 
Proof. For each p E P, CJ induces an isomorphism a(R(m)/p) ---+ R(m)/ap in R(m)- 
Mod. The lemma now follows from the fact that the action of (T on R(m)-modules 
preserves direct sums. Cl 
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Let Iso( 1) denote the set of isomorphism classes of nontrivial finite abelian groups 
and for m > 1 let Iso denote the set of isomorphism classes of metabelian Frobenius 
groups with Frobenius complement of order m. 
Theorem 11.4. The map Y - Iso assigning to each s E Y the isomorphism 
class of S(M(s)) induces a bijection Y/G --+ Iso( 
The S appearing in Theorem 11.4 is the functor of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. When m = 1 the theorem reduces to the fundamental theorem of finite abelian 
groups, so suppose m > 1. Let * : Y + Iso be the map of the theorem. Sup- 
pose 6 E Iso( By Theorem 2.1 there exists a cyclotomic module D, with 6 the 
isomorphism class of S(D,). Since R(m) is a Dedekind domain, D,,, is isomorphic in 
R(m)-Mod to M(s) for some s E Y [2, Proposition 23, p. 791. Hence + is surjective. 
Now suppose t E Y. Then $(s) = $(t) if and only if M(t)m and M(s), are isomorphic 
in Cycle (Theorem 2.1) and hence if and only if M(crs), and M(t)m are isomorphic 
in R(m)-Mod for some (r E G (Lemmas 11.1 and 11.3). But then Ii/(s) = $(t) if and 
only if cxs = t for some c E G [2, Proposition 23, p. 791, i.e., s and t lie in the same 
orbit of Y/G. This says $ induces a well-defined bijection Y/G - Iso( 0 
Let Iso(m, n) denote the subset of Iso whose elements are the isomorphism classes 
of groups of order mn, and let Y(m,n) denote the set of elements s E Y with (M(s)1 = 
n. By Lemma 11.3 the action of G on Y restricts to an action of G on Y(m, n); let 
Y(m,n)/G denote the set of orbits. 
Remark 11.5. Here are two corollaries of Theorem 11.4. 
(A) There is a natural bijection Y(m,n)/G - Iso(m,n). 
(B) The set of all isomorphism classes of nontrivial semiabelian groups is naturally 
bijective with the disjoint union Uk,s Y(k)/G(k). 
Example 11.6. If m = 2 then G is trivial, so Iso(2) is bijective with Y(2), and hence 
with the set of isomorphism classes of finite abelian groups of odd order. If N is such 
an abelian group, the corresponding Frobenius group with complement of order two is 
the semidirect product N x { 1,~) where CJ : N - N assigns to each element of N its 
inverse. (Note that all Frobenius groups with abelian complement of even order have 
abelian kernel [lo, 12.6.19, p. 3581.) 
Now suppose m = 4. For small IZ it is easy to list the elements of Y(4,n)/G(4). A 
hand count shows 59 such orbits with n 5 250 and hence 59 isomotphism classes of 
Frobenius groups of order at most 1000 and complement of order 4. 
We give two concrete examples that we will return to later. The orbits of Y(4,225) 
are {(2+i)+(2-i)+(3)}, {2(2+i)+(3), 2(2-i)+(3)} and {(2+Q2+(3),(2-i)‘+(3)}, 
where the above sums of ideals are the formal sums in the free abelian semigroup Y(4) 
and for each a E R(4) = Z[i, l/2], (cY.) denotes the principal ideal generated by CI. Thus 
every Frobenius group of order 900 with complement of order 4 is isomorphic to 
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exactly one of the semidirect products Z[i]/(15) x (i), [Z[i]/(2 + i) 69 Z[i]/(2 + i) @ 
.Z[i]/(3)] x (i), Z[i]/(9 + 1%) x (i), w h ere i acts by multiplication. Also, Y(4,85) = 
{{(2+i)+(4++(2-i)+(4-i)}, {(2+i)+(4-i),(2-i)+(4+i)}}. The Frobenius 
groups of order 340 with complement of order 4 are therefore each isomorphic to one 
of the two semidirect products: .Z[i]/(7 + 6i) x (i) or Z[i]/(9 + 2i) x (i). 
We next use Theorem 11.4 to compute the number of elements of Iso(m, n) in terms 
of the group of units (Z/miY)’ and the prime factorization n = py’ . . . p:, where the pi 
are assumed to be distinct primes. Let B = {i E Z : 0 5 i 5 m and GCD(m, i) = 1) and 
for integers a and b relatively prime to m let d(a, b) denote the order of the subgroup 
of (Z/mZ)’ generated by a + mZ and b + mZ. Also, if 0 < v E h, let P(u,v) = 0 if 
u is not a nonnegative integer and let P(u, v) denote the coefficient of x” in the power 
series expansion of nz, (1 - xi)-” otherwise. (For more on P(u, v) see Lemma 11.12 
and Remark 11.14.) 
Theorem 11.7. 
Before proving Theorem 11.7 we look at some corollaries and examples. The first 
well-known corollary puts strong restrictions on the order of the kernel of a Frobenius 
group. 
Corollary 11.8. The following are equivalent: 
(A) there is a metabelian Frobenius group with kernel of order n and complement 
of order m; 
(B) there is a Frobenius group with kernel of order n and complement of order m; 
(C) p: E 1 (modm)foralZi<r. 
Proof. (A) + (B): Trivial. 
(B) =+ (C): Say G, with Frobenius kernel N and complement H, is such a group. 
Let Ni be a pi-Sylow subgroup. Then H acts by conjugation on the nontrivial elements 
of iVi and each orbit has m elements. Thus m divides ]NiJ - 1, proving (C). 
(C) + (A): This is immediate from Theorem 11.7 since then for all i 5 r. ai/d( 1, pi) 
E z, so P(ai/d(l,pi), cp(m)/d(l,pi)) # 0. 0 
Corollary 11.9. Suppose (Z/mZ)’ is cyclic. For each i 5 r let fi denote the order 
of pi + mZ in (Z/mZ)*. Then 
IWm,n)l = C cpO ’ P 
n( dlrp(m) drn) i=l 
LcMTd f,ly Lc$iffil). 
7 1 
The summation above is over all positive divisors of cp(m). (Z/miZy is cyclic if and 
only if m has one of the forms 1, 2, 4, pa, or 2pa for p an odd prime [7, Theorem 
2.25, p. 621. 
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Proof. For any positive divisor d of q(m), there are q(d) elements of (Z/m?!)* of 
order d; for each i 5 r the least common multiple of d and fi is exactly the order of 
the subgroup of (Z/mZ)* generated by an element of order d and pi + mZ. 0 
Example 11.10. Assume the primes pi are indexed so that pi - 1 (mod 4) if and only 
if i 5 t (where 0 I t I r). Corollary 11.9 then implies 
For example, IIso(4,225)) = i(P(2,2)P(l, 1) +P(l, 1)2) = (5 + I)/2 = 3. The three 
isomorphism classes were described in Example 11.6 above. 
Corollary 11.11. Suppose n is square-free. Then Iso(m,n) is nonempty if and only if 
pi z 1 (mod m)f or all i 5 r, in which case it has q(m)‘-’ elements. Indeed, let p1 be 
any maximal ideal of Z[[,] containing ~1. If F is any metabelian Frobenius group 
with Frobenius complement and kernel of orders m and n respectively, then there 
exist unique maximal ideals p2,, , . , p, of Z[&,,] with pi E pi for all i 5 r such that 
F is isomorphic to the semidirect product (Z[L,,]/(p, . . . p,)) x (L,,). Moreover, every 
such semidirect product is a metabelian Frobenius group with isomorphism class in 
Iso(m, n). 
For example, the number of isomorphism classes of Frobenius groups of order 340 
with complement of order 4 is 
1 Iso(4,5 . 17)] = (~(4)~-* = 2. 
The two isomorphism classes were described in Example 11.6. 
Proof. Let pi be a prime ideal of R(m) containing p1 (note this is not the meaning 
of pi in the statement of the Corollary). By Corollary 11.8 we may suppose, without 
loss of generality, that pi E 1 (mod m) for all i 5 r. Note P(l/d(e, pi),&m)/d(e,pi)) 
will be zero unless e = 1. Thus Theorem 11.7 implies 
1 Iso(m, n)l = & bR(l,rp(m)) = cp(m)‘-‘. 
I-1 
Each pi has q(m) extensions to a maximal ideal of R(m). Hence there are q(m)‘-’ 
elements of the form s = X:=1 pi of Y(m,n) (where pi is fixed) and these lie in 
distinct orbits of P’(m,n)/G. By the Chinese remainder theorem, R(m)/(pl . . . p,) is 
isomorphic to M(s) and hence (R(m)/pl . . . p,) x (i) is isomorphic to S(M(s)). The 
corollary now follows from the bijective correspondence between maximal ideals of 
R(m) and maximal ideals of Z[&,] which do not contain m, and the natural isomorphism 
@)/pi . . . P, g z[Ll/ II:=, Pi n z[Ll- 0 
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One might hope the situation of the previous corollary is common; after all over 
60% of integers are square-free [7, Corollary 11.4, p. 2931. Indeed about 64% of the 
isomorphism classes of metabelian Frobenius groups of order at most 1000 000 have 
commutator subgroup of square-free order (specifically, 361610 out of 568 220). For 
more numerical results see Remark 11.13. 
The proof of Theorem 11.7 will use the following characterization of the numbers 
P(u, u) when 0 < u E Z. 
For any integer k > 0 let q(k) denote the set of all partitions of k into a sum 
of positive integers, i.e., all solutions of the equation k = x1 + 2x-2 + 3x3 + . . in 
nonnegative integers x1,x2;... (Thus lq(O)/ = 1.) 
Lemma 11.12. Let u and v be positive integers. 
(A) P(u, 1) = lq(u)l. 
(B) If 1 I w < v then P(u,u) = Cy=, P(i,w)P(u - i,u - w). 
(C) P(u, u) is the number of sequences (r~,Al),. . .,(r,,A,) where the ri are non- 
negative integers with Cy=, ri = u and for each i 5 v, Ai E q(ri). 
Proof. Let GS(u, u) be the set of sequences described in condition (C) and set D(u, a) = 
Ig(r.4, v)]. If 1 < w < v, then g(u, u) can be partitioned into subsets G&,, . . . , gu where 
each gk is the set of sequences (rl,Al), . . , (rv,Av) in GS(u, a) with EYE, ri = k. Then 
D(U,U) = 2 IQil = kD(i,w)D(u - i,v - IV). (10) 
i=O i=O 
Also, by definition D(u, 1) = lq(u)l. It remains to show P(u, u) = D(u, u) for all U, U. 
This is well known for u = 1 [7, p. 2731. For u > 1 we can deduce by induction on 
v that 
~P(u,v).x”=fi(l -xi)-” 
u=o i=l 
= n(l _xi)-(u-l) n(l _ xi)--l 
i=l i=l 
=gG(u,v- I)xuf&u,l)xU 
u=o u=o 
co u 
=x(x 
D(i,l)D(u-i,u- 1) x” 
u=o i=O ) 
= 2 D(u, v)x” 
u=o 
by Eq. (10). Thus P(u,v) = D(u,v) for all u, v. 0 
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Remark 11.13. (A) Using Theorem 11.7 one can compute that the number of isomor- 
phism classes of metabelian Frobenius groups of order: 
I 1000 is 569; 
~10000 is 5730; 
5 100000 is 56991; 
5 1000000 is 568 220. 
Perhaps these figures suggest some asymptotic behavior. 
(B) The computations reported above were facilitated by the observation (an easy 
corollary of Theorem 11.7) that if (m + l)* > 12, then ( Iso(m, n)i < 1, with equality 
precisely when n has the form pa where p is a prime such that the order of p + mZ 
in (Z/mZy is a. 
(C) The computations in (A) required that P(a,b) be evaluated only when a and b 
were relatively small; specifically the values of P(a, b) used all had a = 1, or a = 2 
and b 2 52, or a > 3 and b 5 121/a*. For small a one easily obtains formulas for 
P(a, b) (Lemma 11.12 gives a difference equation to be solved): 
P(O,b) = 1 and P(l,b) = b, 
P(2, b) = b(b + 3)/T 
P(3, b) = b(b + l)(b + 8)/6, 
P(4, b) = b(b + l)(b + 3)(b + 14)/24, 
P(5,b) = b(b + 3)(b3 + 27b2 + 134b + 48)/120. 
For the general case Euler’s identity [7, Theorem 10.5, p. 2741 and Lemma 11.12 
give an inductive procedure for evaluating P(a, b). Given values of P(a, l), one can 
evaluate P(a, 6) with roughly 2a log, b applications of Lemma 11.12(B) by first con- 
sidering the case when b is a 2-power and then combining these cases to obtain the 
general case. 
We now construct a cp(m) : 1 cover of Y/G by a disjoint union of sets indexed 
by G. For each 0 E G let R, denote the set of elements of R(m) fixed by a; R(m) 
is the integral closure of R, in Q[[,] and R, is the integral closure of Z[l/m] in the 
fixed field Q[[,,,]“. Thus R, is a Dedekind domain [6, Theorem 10.7, p. 6131. Let Ypb 
denote the free abelian semigroup on the set P, of nonzero primary ideals of R,. For 
any q E P, let P(q) = {p E P : p n R, = q} and for any s E .X0 let s @ R(m) denote 
the element CpCps(p n R,)p of Y. (This notation is chosen since for any 0 E G and 
s f YO, M(s @R(m)) is isomorphic in R(m)-Mod to M(s) @R, R(m).) 
Lemma 11.14. For any g E G and p E P, 
P(p n R,) = {zp : T E (CT)}. 
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Proof. Suppose a and b are maximal ideals of R(m), and s and t are positive integers. 
No maximal ideals of Z[l/m] ramify in R(m) [l, Lemma 6, p. 881 and hence all 
maximal ideals of R, are unramified in R(m). Thus d n R, = (a n R,Y, and similarly 
for d. Now suppose dnR, = EfnR,. Then (bnR,)’ = (anR,)S, so s = t and b = pa 
for some p E (rr) [5, Proposition 2, p. 401. Thus b’ E {ra’ : z E (0)). This shows 
P( p f? R,) c {zp : z E (c)}. The reverse inclusion is trivial. 0 
Theorem 11.15. There is a cp(m) : 1 covering of Y/G by 42 mapping each (a,~) E 42 
to the orbit of s @R(m). 
Proof. Suppose s E Y and a E G. Let H denote the stabilizer of s with respect to the 
action of G on 9’. If s = t @ R(m) for some t E Yg, then by Lemma 11.14 
as = C( t & n o-‘(p>)p 
PEP 
= C( tR,nP)P=s, 
PEP 
so a E H. Suppose, conversely, that a E H. Then s(p) = s(ap) for all p E P so by 
Lemma 11.14 s is constant on P(p n R,). Thus, we can unambiguously define t E Y. 
with t(Rd np) = s(p) for all p E P. By construction, s = t @R(m). Hence s = t @R(m) 
for some t E R, if and only if a E H, in which case there is clearly only one such 
t E R,. This shows that ifs’ is any of the [G:H] elements of the orbit of s, then there 
are exactly IHI elements t of % with t ~3 R(m) = s’. (Note that since G is abelian, H 
is the stabilizer of any element of the orbit of s.) Hence the number of elements of 9 
mapping to the orbit of s is (HI[G : H] = IGI = cp(m). 0 
We now give the proof of Theorem 11.7. It will require the following two lem- 
mas, which for each a E G will serve to identify, and then count, the subset of Y, 
corresponding to elements of Iso(m,n). 
Lemma 11.16. Suppose a E G and t E 9,. Then IM(t 63 R(m))1 = IM(t)ll”l. 
Proof. Let q E P, and p E P(q). Write p = d where a E P is a maximal ideal. 
Let f = [R(m)/a : R,/R, n a] and g = IP(Rb n a)l. As was noted in the proof of 
Lemma 11.14, all maximal ideals of R, are unramified in R(m) and thus fg = Ial [5, 
Corollary, p. 401 and R, n d = (R, n a)‘. Hence, 
IR(m)/pl = IR(m)/aJ’ = IR,/R, n alfi 
= IR,/R, n ailf = IRb/qlf. 
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Therefore, 
For each e E d let ge denote the unique (T E G with a([,) = pm; the map e H ge 
is a bijection from 6 to G. 
Lemma 11.17. Let e E d and (T = ge. Then IJ__, P(al/d(e, pi), cp(m)/d(e, pi)) is the 
number of elements of {t E 9, : IM(t)ll”l = n}. 
Proof. Let E denote the subgroup of (Z/mZ)* generated by e+mH. For each rational 
prime p not dividing m let A(p) denote the set of maximal ideals of R, containing p 
and let fE(p) denote the order of (p + mZ)E in the factor group (Z/mZ)‘/E. Then 
f~(p) is the ramification degree of p for the extension R,/Z[l/m] [12, Proposition 2.3, 
p.1651 (observe that p + mH corresponds to the Frobenius automorphism for p under 
the canonical identification of G with (h/mh)‘). Thus lolfE(p) = d(e,p) and hence 
IA(p)/ = cp(m)/d(e, p) by [5, Corollary, p. 401 (note that p is unramified in the field 
extension Q[[,]“/Q, which has degree cp(m)/]al). Consider t E yb. Then 
IkWt)l = n n fi IR,,p’I’(p’) 
ptm PEA(p) i=l 
= n n fi ph(PW(P’). 
pim PEA(p) i=l 
Therefore, [M(t)] I-J = n if and only if t(p’) = 0 for all p containing a rational prime 
not dividing n and for all k 5 r, if p = pk then 
ak = Ifll c 2 fdP)it($), 
PEd(p) i=l 
or, equivalently, 
ak/d(e, P> = c 2 it($). 
PEd(p) i=l 
By Lemma 11.12(C), the number of solutions of xPEd(p) cz, ‘xi,p = ak/d(e, p) in 
nonnegative integers Xi,p is P(ak/d(e, p), cp(m)/d(e, p)). Hence the number of t E 9, 
with IM(t)ll”l = n is n;=, P(ak/d(e, pk), cp(m)/d(e, Pk)). 0 
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Proof of Theorem 11.7. Theorems 11.4 and 11.16 together give us a cp(m) : 1 cover 
of Iso by @. Hence, cp(m)l Iso(m,n)l = CoEG I{t E 9, : IM(t @ R(m))l = rz}I 
which by Lemma 11.16 equals 
c I{t E Y0 : Ifv(t)l’” = n}I. 
UEG 
Finally, Lemma 11.17 then implies 
12. Homomorphisms of metabelian Frobenius groups 
Let m and n denote positive integers; let s E Y(m) and t E Y(n)_ Then up to 
isomorphism A, := M(s), and B, := M(t)n form an arbitrary pair of nontrivial cy- 
clotomic modules, and r := S(A) and A := S(B) form an arbitrary pair of nontrivial 
semiabelian groups (Remark 11.3(B)). We describe here the set of homomorphisms 
from r to A, ultimately in terms of the numerical invariants s and t. This is equivalent, 
of course, to computing the set of morphisms in Cycle from A,,, to B,. 
We start with the homomorphisms r ---+ A which have nonabelian image. The 
homomorphisms with abelian image are fairly transparent and are discussed in Remark 
12.3. For any b E B and r~ E G(m) let j = j,,J : C(m) - B map any [ E C(m) to 
(1 - a([))b. (As in Section 11, G(m) = Aut(Q[[,]).) 
Proposition 12.1. Suppose m > 1 and n > 1. The set of group homomorphisms from 
r to A with nonabelian image is empty if m t n and otherwise is naturally bijective 
with the set of triples (f, 0, b) where a E G(m), b E B, and f is a nontrivial R(m)- 
module homomorphism (aA), - B,. The bijection associates with any such triple 
(f, a, b) the homomorphism S( f, 1, jO,b, alC(m)). 
The hypotheses of Proposition 12.1 are precisely those that guarantee that r and 
A are nonabelian, and hence are metabelian Frobenius groups. Note that if m divides 
n, then R(m) c R(n) so that the R(n)-module B, induces by restriction of scalar mul- 
tiplication an R(m)-module B,, and the restriction a]C(m) can be identified with a 
homomorphism C(m) - C(n). We are implicitly asserting in Proposition 12.1 that 
the quadruples (f, l,jo,b, alC(m)) are always morphisms in Cycle. 
Proof. First suppose m/n and (f, a, b) is a triple of the above sort. One easily verifies 
that r := (f, l,j+aIC(m)) is a morphism in Cycle. S(Y) has nonabelian image 
since if f(a) # 0 then by Lemma 4.2 a(?&)f(a) # f(a) and hence S( r)(a, 1) and 
S( r)(O, [,) do not commute. Next suppose $ : r - A is a homomorphism with 
nonabelian image. We will prove that m divides n and there is a unique triple (f, a, b) 
with a E G(m), f a nontrivial R(m)-module homomorphism aA, - B,, and b E B 
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such that (f, l&b, ‘$(m)) is a morphism in Cycle with image $ under S. By Theo- 
rem 2.1, $ = S( r) for some morphism r = (f, cp,j, A) of Cycle. Since rn # 1, cp = 1. 
Hence f is nontrivial, since otherwise by Eq. (1 ), $(r) c +( 1 x G) would be abelian. 
Now assume 1 # < E ker 1. Then for all a E A, f((1 - [)a) = f(a)-i([)f(a) = 0 so 
by Lemma 4.2, f c 0, a contradiction. Hence kerA is trivial and 1 : C(m) - C(n) 
is injective. It follows that m divides n and % = olC(m) for some 0 E G(m). Then for 
all [ E C(m) and a E A, 
f(iM) =f(~-'(i)4 = if(a), 
so f is an R(m)-module homomorphism from aA, to B,. By Lemma 4.2 there exists 
b E B with (1 - a(im))b = j(&,,). A n easy induction then shows j = j,,. Hence, 
Now suppose (h, p,c) is another triple with II/ = S(h, 1, j,,,plC(m)). Then by Theo- 
rem 2.1, h = f, j,b =J’p,c, and p(C(m) = olC(m). It follows that p = o and hence 
that c = b since 1 - a([,) is a unit of R(m) and 
(1 - a(M)b =~~.b(~rn) =jp,dim) = (1 - didk 
This completes the proof of Proposition 12.1. q 
Remark 12.2. Suppose m divides n. Proposition 12.1 shows the set of homomorphisms 
r - A with nonabelian image is bijective with 
U (0) x Homa(,)(o&,&)# x B. 
Since HomR(,) is additive in both variables, 
HomR(,)(oA,, &,) ” n n HomR(,)(o(R(m)lp),R(n)lq)s’P”‘q’. 
p@(m) q@(n) 
For each p E P(m) and q E P(n), say p = d’ and q = b’ where a and b are maximal 
ideals of R(m) and R(n) respectively, we have HomRc,,(R(m)/p,R(n)/q) trivial if b II 
R(m) # a and isomorphic to R(n)/bmi”(‘j) otherwise. After all, any homomorphism 
(R(m)/p), - (R(n)/q), is determined by the image of 1 + p and this must be an 
element of R(n)/q annihilated by p. There are no such nontrivial elements of R(n)/q 
ifbnR(m)#asincethenp+R(m)nq=R(m). Ontheotherhand,ifbrlR(m)=a, 
then the set of such elements is exactly b’ ‘-mi”(iJ) d which is naturally isomorphic I 3 
to R(n)/bminuJ). Thus the set of homomorphisms with nonabelian image is naturally 
bijective with 
u (0) x n (R(n)/p)t’P’ x n n n(~(~)/bmin(i,i))s(a’)‘(~) #, 
&G(m) PEP(n) cl b i,i I 
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where the triple product above is over all maximal ideals a of R(m), all b E p(n) with 
b n R(m) = o(a), and all positive integers i and j. We leave to the interested reader 
(if there are any left at this point) the task of writing a formula for the number of 
homomorphisms in terms of s, t, (Z(mZ)‘, and the ramification degrees of maximal 
ideals of R(m) and R(n). 
Remark 12.3. We now consider homomorphisms with abelian image. 
(A) If 2” = (f, cp,j,n) : A,,, - B, is a morphism in Cycle, then S(f, cp,j,n) has 
abelian image if and only if f E 0 or ,J E 1. 
(B) Let D denote A,,, if m = 1 and C(m) if m # 1. (In all cases D is isomorphic 
to the commutator factor group of A x C(m).) The set of nontrivial homomorphisms 
r - A with abelian image is naturally bijective with 
Hom(D, B)# U (Hom(D, C(n))# x B). (11) 
Here Horn = Homz. The bijection assigns to each nontrivial g E Hom(D, B) the homo- 
morphism S(g, l,O, 1) if m = 1 and S(0, l,g, 1) if m # 1 and assigns to each (h,b) E 
Hom(D, C(n))# x B the homomorphism SCjl,Jz,h,O, 1) if m = 1 and S(0, l,j&r,h) if 
m # 1 where I E G(n) is the identity map. 
The homomorphisms r - A with abelian image can be calculated in terms of s 
and t using the techniques of the previous remark. For example in the case m # 1 
(which includes the metabelian Frobenius groups) the set (11) is naturally bijective 
with 
n n n (W/b 
P’ b j>l 
mi.‘i,i’)“b’)‘U (C(GCD(m,n))# x n 
PWn) 
(R(n)ip)“p’). 
The first product is over all maximal prime powers p’ dividing m; the second is over 
all b E p(n) containing p. Details are left to the interested reader. 
The proof of Remark 12.3(A) is an easy exercise using Lemmas 3.1 and 4.2. A proof 
of Remark 12.3(B) is possible with no reference to semiabelian groups (the condition 
that S(f, cp,j, 1) has abelian image can be replaced by the equivalent requirement that 
f = 0 or I = 1). The analysis breaks naturally into four cases corresponding to the 
four types of morphisms listed: those with m = 1 and cp = 1; m = 1 and cp # 1; 
m # 1 and ;1 = 1; and m # 1 and ,l # 1. Details are left to the reader. One can also 
approach Remark 12.3B through the group theory. Homomorphisms of semiabelian 
groups with abelian image are rather transparent because of the very special nature of 
abelian subgroups and quotient groups of semiabelian groups (cf. Lemma 9.7). 
Remark 12.4 (Isomorphisms). In the setting of Proposition 12.1, a triple (f, cr, b) will 
correspond to an isomorphism if and only if m = n and f is bijective. Any other 
isomorphism of cyclotomic modules must be between objects of Cycle of the form 
0, or D,. Isomorphisms between such objects are precisely the quadruples of one of 
the forms (0, 1, 0, 2) : 0, - 0, where 1 E Aut(C(r)); (f, l,O, 1) : D1 - El where 
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f : D - E is an isomorphism of abelian groups; (0, I,i, 1) : 0, - D, where j : 
C(r) - D is a group isomorphism; or (0, cp, 0,l) : D1 - 0, where rp : D - C(r) 
is a group isomorphism. 
13. A category equivalence for Cycle* 
Suppose CI : G - H is a homomorphism in Semi. We say it is restricted 
if a-‘(NH) = No (cf. Notation 5.2). We say a is equivalent to a homomorphism 
fl : G - H in Semi if there exists b E Nn with a(g) = b&)bb’ for all g E G. 
Let Semi* denote the category whose objects are semiabelian groups and whose 
morphisms, say from G to H, are equivalence classes of restricted homomorphisms 
from G to H. The composition in Semi* of the equivalence class of a restricted 
homomorphism GI : G - H with the equivalence class of a restricted homomorphism 
y : H --+ I is defined to be the equivalence class of ycl. That this composition is 
well-defined and gives Semi* a category structure follows easily from the next lemma, 
whose routine proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 13.1. Let tl, /3 E Hom(G,H) and y, 6 E Hom(H,I) be equivalent pairs of 
homomorphisms in Semi. 
(A) Zf a and y are restricted, then so is ycr. 
(B) Zf 6 is restricted, then ya and S/3 are equivalent. 
Here is the main result for this section. 
Theorem 13.2. There is a natural equivalence S’ : Cycle* -+ Semi* which agrees 
with S on objects and assigns to each morphism (f, A) : A,,, - B, in Cycle* the 
equivalence class of the homomorphism S( f, 1, 0, nlC(m)). 
Proof. For any (f,I) as above, S(f, l,O,nlC(m)) 1s easily checked to be a restricted 
homomorphism of Semi, so S’ is clearly a functor. Let G be any semiabelian group. 
Then by Theorem 2.1 G is isomorphic to S(A,) for some cyclotomic module A, in 
Cycle* (note that any cyclotomic module of the form 0, is isomorphic in Cycle to 
(C(m)),, i.e., to C(m) considered in the natural way as a module over R(1) = Z). 
Now any isomorphism S(A,) - G is restricted and hence induces an isomorphism 
in Semi*. Thus every object in Semi* is isomorphic in Semi* to one in the image 
of s: 
Now suppose A,,, and B, are objects of Cycle *. To prove the theorem it sufhces to 
show the map 
s : Cyclo*(A,,B,) - Semi*(A x C(m),B x C(n)) 
induced by S* is a bijection [6, Proposition 1.3, p. 271. (We are letting V(E,F) denote 
the set of morphisms from E to F for any objects E and F of a category %‘.) So 
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consider any restricted homomorphism 
6 : A x C(m) ----+ B x C(n). 
Since S is an equivalence, there exists a morphism A = (f, cp,j, I) E Cyclo(A,, B,) 
with S(A) = 6. 
Just suppose il is not injective. Then m # 1, so cp = 1. There exists [ E ker 1, i # 1. 
Then 6(0, i) = G( [), 1) E B x 1 so 
(0,i) E 6-‘(B x 1) = F’(Nsxc(n)) = &xc(m) = A x 1 
by Proposition 5.5. This contradiction shows 2 is injective and hence is the restriction 
of a unitary ring homomorphism p : R(m) ---+ R(n). 
Next suppose cp # 1. Then m = 1 and n # 1, so B # 0. Again using Proposition 5.5 
we see 
A x C(m) = GUT = 6-‘(NBxcCnl) = 6-‘(B x 1) 
so6(AxC(m))cBxl.Butcp(a)# 1 forsomea~A,so6(a,l)=(f(a),cp(a))~Bxl. 
Thus cp = 1. Hence f E Horn@ B). Therefore (f, p) E Cyclo*(A,, B,). 
We now show S*(f) p) is the equivalence class of 6 (so the map s above is sur- 
jective). This is obvious if m = 1 since then j = 0, so 6 equals S(f, l,O,~lC(m)). 
Suppose m # 1, so n # 1 and B # 0. Let b = (1 - A(%))-‘i(c,) (cf. Lemma 4.2). 
We claim j(l) = (1 - n([))b f or all 5 in C(m). This is obvious if [ = i, and is easily 
proved for arbitrary powers i = ?$ by induction on k. Now (b, 1) E Nexccn) and for 
any (a,[) E A x C(m) we have 
(b, l)(S(f, LO,W(m))(u,0)(b, I)-’ 
=(b,l)(f(u),~(l))(-b,l)= (f(u)+j(i),40) 
= S(f) cp,j, n)(u, 0 = d(u, 0. 
Thus S(f, LO,p I C(m)) . IS e q uivalent to 6, so S*(f) p) is the equivalence class of 6. 
Now suppose S*(g,p) = S*(f ,p) for some (g,p) E Cyclo*(A,,B,). We prove 
(g, p) = (f, p), which will show the map s is injective. By hypothesis there exists 
b E B such that for all (a,[) E A x C(m) we have 
[S(f) LO, P I C(m))(a, i>] (b, 1) = (6 1) [Sk, LO, P I C(m))(a, O] y 
i.e., f(u) + p(lJb = b + g(u) and p(i) = p(c). Thus p = p (a unitary homomorphism 
R(m) ----+ R(n) is determined by its action on C(m)). Taking [ = 1 in the above 
equation gives f(u) = g(u), so f = g. This completes the proof that s is a bijection, 
and hence the proof of Theorem 13.2. 0 
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